KEITH FRAASE
EDITOR

FEATURES
PAST LIVES
A MOUTHFUL OF AIR
THIS IS THE NIGHT
CHAPPAQUIDDICK
SONG TO SONG
International Online Cinema Awards Nomination
KNIGHT OF CUPS
TO THE WONDER
CinEuphoria Awards Nomination
International Online Cinema Awards Nomination
THE TREE OF LIFE
ELVIS AND ANABELLE
THE CASSIDY KIDS

DIRECTOR
Celine Song
Amy Koppelman
James DeMonaco
John Curran
Terrence Malick
Terrence Malick
Terrence Malick
Terrence Malick
Will Geiger
Jacob Vaughan

STUDIO/ PROD. CO.
A24/Killer Films
Sony Pictures/Maven Pictures
Blumhouse
Apex Entertainment
Broad Green Pictures

DOCTUMENTARIES
LOVE HAS WON
PHANTASTICA
TIL KINGDOM COME
PALACE OF GOLD
THE EARTH MOVES
LONG STRANGE TRIP
Cinema Eye Awards Nomination
VOYAGE OF TIME: LIFE’S JOURNEY
VOYAGE OF TIME: THE IMAX

DIRECTOR
Hannah Wilson
Amir Bar-Lev
Maya Zinshtein
Abhay and Halavah Sofsky
John W. Walter
Amir Bar-Lev
Terrence Malick
Terrence Malick

STUDIO/ PROD. CO.
HBO Max/Elara Pictures
Concordia Studio
Passion Pictures
Motto Pictures
Mr. Mudd Productions
Amazon Studios

TELEVISION/ WEB SERIES
AMEND
DIRTY MONEY
OFFICE FURNITURE NOW
BLACKPACK PICNIC

DIRECTOR / EP
Larry Wilmore
Kristi Jacobson
René Pinnell
René Pinnell

STUDIO/ PROD. CO.
Netflix
Netflix
Circle Line Productions
ON Networks

SHORT FILMS
THE STORY OF THE HARLOT
AND THE SAINT
ALL OF ME
GUM
ALIEN ROSE
BI-DEFINITION
THE TRINITY TEST

DIRECTOR
Keith Fraase
René Pinnell
Jeremy Rodgers
Todd Burton
Kai Salim
Keith Fraase

STUDIO/ PROD. CO.
Strange Pilgrim Productions
Circle Line Productions
Board Trick Pictures
Fallen Star Productions
All American Productions
Strange Pilgrim Productions